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Presidents report June 2020
The challenges of lockdown and social distancing seem to be a distant memory now but the uncertain future for many is only just becoming a reality. For those who have this uncertainty in
their homes I wish you all the very best for your future direction. If like me the lockdown was actually quite nice and the quiet achievements during that time at least bring you some happiness
and sense of well being then please don’t loose sight of the progress you can make each and
every day.
With the likelihood of many tracks opening again soon we too shall start a new system of managing our customers. This will start with passengers having free rides whilst we get the infrastructure in place. The first of our changes will be non contact payments (most of you will be familiar with this from recent times). The next will be some fencing from the ticket office to the
boarding gate. Only those who have paid can enter this area.
Along with the fencing some gates will be installed outside the club room doors to give our team
some isolation from all other traffic. The next will be abandonment of the ticket. We will honour
all outstanding concession cards.
Jason has circulated some of these details to all members with mostly positive results so we just
need to get on with it.
On 20 June 2020 we are scheduled to have this years AGM and this year it will be in the upstairs room at the CITZ Club as previously announced by Jason.
Please attend the AGM if you can as election of your president and officers is something you all
need to be comfortable with.
With all that said I wish you all a very good year and thank you for the support you have given to
me and the committee throughout the year.
Stay safe.
Russell Prout

President.

Ashley Grant supplied the following article on his Grandfather :

Frank L Campion (1902 – 1990), Locomotive Driver.
Frank Lesley Campion (my grandfather), born 1902, emigrated from England to New
Zealand in 1905 when he was just 3 years old. Much later, married and living in New Plymouth in
the late 1920’s, he joined New Zealand Railways working as a cleaner. He then became a fireman and worked his way up to eventually becoming a driver.
During his time as a fireman he decided to take on the task of building a 3.5inch live steam model
of the WS locomotive, a 4-6-4. The WS was nearly identical to the WAB with the difference being
the WS had saddle water tanks to give more weight over the driving wheels. Both engines however carried water on their backs rather than towing a tender.
This type of design where all the weight was over the driving wheels, enabled a quicker getaway
on account of the engine’s wheels being less likely to skid (an aspect of design my grandfather no
doubt would have much appreciated).
The WS and WAB locomotives were used on suburban runs but came into their own when used
on the Raurimu Spiral. They were first made in New Zealand around 1915, and served a useful
life for many decades.

So Frank commenced building his own WS tank locomotive. Living in a small New Plymouth Railways cottage meant he had to set up his workshop in a spare room. He didn’t have a separate
workshop as such. Frank’s timing was also against him – he worked on the model during the depression years, and despite the work being tedious and precise, he only used hand tools for the
locomotive's construction.
In a newspaper article in 1984 he commented, “No power tools were used whatsoever. My equipment consisted of a manually powered three-inch treadle screw cutting lathe, a Yankee bench
drill press, a Millers Falls hand drill and one pint-sized blow lamp, as well as various other small
hand tools”.
“I made all my own patterns and had the cylinders and wheels cast by a local foundry, Cambrian
Engineering in New Plymouth. Here I also found the materials I needed, like steel, brass and
bronze”.
Frank’s model WS created much interest as it was made before the formation of the New Plymouth Model Engineering Society and was exhibited in the Winter Show and various shop windows.
In 1929 he was featured with his locomotive in the October edition of the New Zealand Railways
Magazine, volume 4, issue 6

It was on the 17 December 1934, working as a fireman on a goods special train heading towards New Plymouth, Frank was involved in a railway accident where two trains collided headon. Frank told us about this drama in his later years and the shock of witnessing another locomotive steaming towards them. Apparently he hesitated in following the engine driver who bailed out
first, but then realising the inevitable, decided to jump for his life. This from the STRATFORD
EVENING POST, VOLUME III, ISSUE 230, 18 DECEMBER 1934:

The article continues:
“…..pending the arrival of a breakdown outfit, including a heavy crane which had to be bought
from Wanganui. These did not arrive until late in the afternoon but rapid progress was made with
the work and the line was clear at 10 o’clock last night, allowing the New Plymouth – Auckland
express to pass through. There were no passengers on the train from Stratford and the special
was a goods only.

“The Department will hold an inquiry into the smash, and until that has been held no announcement can be made into the cause. The only facts available are that the guard on the train from
Stratford was left behind at the Pohokura station and that the driver was apparently under a misapprehension as to the signal given to him. It is definitely established that there was no defect in
the control system.”
My grandfather, all those years later, added more to the details of the accident, one of which was
their luck in not colliding in the tunnel. He often extolled the virtues of good quality coal and,
(surprisingly to both himself and the driver at the time), it was a load of good quality anthracite
coal that they had just taken on board that morning that got them further along the track and out
through the tunnel before the collision occurred. He said that if they had taken on their load of the
usual lower grade lignite coal then they wouldn’t have had sufficient steam to get them the same
distance. They would have collided in the tunnel. (He told me as a kid how to tell the difference
between good and not-so-good quality coal. The shinier the coal, the better the quality due to its
higher carbon content). The other bit of luck they had was in the fact that both locomotives remained on the track after colliding, saving them from possibly being crushed had they overturned.
The news article continued:
“The collision occurred on a stretch of track about 250 yards long between two sharp bends a
short distance on the Stratford side of the No. 3 tunnel, three miles west of Whangamomona. The
trains involved were a mixed goods train leaving Stratford at 5.36 a.m. and a special goods train
running from Taumaranui. They collided at about 7.45 a.m. directly opposite a patrol telephone
box. The Stratford train comprised an engine, van, car and five trucks, and of the latter, four were
thrown off the rails and some smashed to matchwood.
There were 20 trucks on the special and of these seven were thrown off the tracks. They were
piled up in indescribable confusion directly behind the locomotive, the tender of which was torn
from the track. The cow-catchers and heavy staging in front of the engines were crushed and
twisted and the trains came to a halt with the smoke-boxes of the engines jammed together. The
BB engine on the special – a little lighter than the X model on the ordinary train – suffered the
greatest damage, the most serious part of which was a broken kingpin. Behind, flung up on a
bank 15 feet high, were the seven wrecked trucks, their loads of coal and timber and cement
thrown in wild disorder over the track and the banks on either side.
Driver Leaps from Cab
The drivers were: D.W.Lawrence (Stratford train) and C.R.Peddie (the special). Just before the
smash driver Peddie leapt from the cab of his engine and landed safely on a bank, but the fireman (Campion) was unable to escape (injury) and he suffered the same fate as the fireman on
the Stratford train. He was thrown heavily and suffered a broken ankle. Fortunately Mr F.Papprill,
a railway workman was on the train, and with the materials contained in an emergency outfit, rendered first aid. Nurse D.M.Workman was then bought through the tunnel on a jigger from Whangamomona and she made the men comfortable for the same journey by the same convenience
to Pohokura, where the Stratford ambulance picked them up and conveyed them to hospital.

Guards Anxious Moments
The guards on the trains were T.Henderson (Stratford train) and L.Bate (special). Neither was
injured. It is understood that Guard Henderson was still communicating with Whangamomona by
telephone when the Stratford train pulled out of the Pohokura station, the driver having mistaken
the guard’s signal. Mr Henderson rushed out from the station building, when he found the special

had already left Whangamomona, but his train was already steaming up the line. His immediate
fears were for the safety of the trains and their occupants but he powerless to do anything, as
there is no station between Whangamomona and Pohokura. He was therefore forced to wait until
a phone communication was received from the patrol box giving the news of the crash he had
dreaded.
Problem of Clearing
The problem of clearing the track was a difficult one. It was expected that the mixed locomotive
could be hauled back to Pohokura and placed on the siding, but owing to the broken kingpin on
the special and the more serious damage generally, it was stated it would have to be tipped from
the track and dissembled for removal. These conjectures have since proved correct. A train from
Wangamomona assisted in clearing a heavy truck from the line on the east side but some of the
others were so badly damaged that they had to be broken up on the track for removal. This work
was carried on while the arrival of the crane was awaited.”
Frank’s other near misses on the railway
There were two other stories my grandfather told me.
Learning to drive a Locomotive.
In his early days as a fireman there came a morning when his particular locomotive was being
fired ready for an early start. They were inside one of the large engine sheds and he was busy
stoking the firebox when his driver turned to him and said “Right, Frank, you can bring her out
this morning.”
The driver then hopped down and left Grandad to it. He was a bit nervous, having not done the
driving on his own before. But he continued and watched the steam pressure slowly rise. (It must
have been like today, getting into the driver’s seat of a huge MAC truck for the first time after having only ever being a passenger). He was concentrating on remembering everything he had to do
to get this giant piece of machinery moving. However everything seemed to be in order, and with
the steam finally at the right pressure, he opened the regulator.
He said “There was this god-almighty WHOOSH….. WHOOSH……..and then……CRAAASH.”
He had remembered everything but…….forgotten to open the engine shed’s doors.
He said that the driver was not too happy when he raced around the side of the shed to see his
locomotive enshrouded with the huge shed doors.
A Dash for Home
On another occasion Frank and a colleague were to take a goods train from New Plymouth to
Stratford late one afternoon, unhitch and return empty. The weather had been appalling and had
worsened during the day, so that by the time they reached Stratford there was widespread flooding. He said the myriad of river bridges and culverts that they had crossed that afternoon showed
how bad the flooding was and by the time they were ready to make the return trip it was dark. It
was also still teeming down.
He said the two of them had a long discussion as to whether to take the locomotive back to New
Plymouth or stay over in Stratford until the morning. They decided to make a run for it back to
New Plymouth.
Visibility was practically down to zero. But they knew nobody else would be on the track, and
having no load, shouldn’t take too long to get back home. They set off and were in a bit of a hurry.

He said everything was fine apart from the atrocious weather, when all of a sudden they felt the
whole engine drop like a stone. But in that split second it suddenly rose again and, miraculously,
remained on the track. Apparently one of the culverts had washed out leaving the track more-orless suspended with virtually no support. But the track had remained intact enough for their locomotive and its momentum to safely get over the sagged portion. Somewhat shocked but relieved
they continued on nervously to New Plymouth and arrived without further incident. There certainly
would have been a disaster had they had a full consist.
……………………………….

Another photo from the Kanapine Timber and Hardware Calendar 1985
Note no ear muffs!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Disclaimer :
The views and opinions expressed in articles contained in this magazine are those of the author
(s) and do not necessarily reflect the policy, position or opinion of the TMMEC or its officials.

Tug-Moorcock
My story of a very Long project by Russell Prout
As an apprentice and working for McKecknie Metal Products in the New Plymouth region of Bell
Block I had the good fortune to be able to purchase copper, brass and aluminium at scrap prices,
which at the time was still quite high given apprentice wages. I did not let the cost deter me from
sifting through and picking some serious pieces (some of which I still have today).
It was the first year of my apprenticeship 1969 and I met an elderly gentleman who was an enthusiastic model engineer. He had built several models mostly Stuart but also used the model engi-

neer magazine for some of his machine builds. His magazine collection was vast and after flicking
through some of them I became very interested in the Thames Tug boat called the Moorcock.

I know, not the most appropriate name but the look of this vessel to me was great. After gathering
all the associated mags together I then set about lofting the plans. As you can imagine no computers or calculators everything had to be done on a drawing board (which fortunately I had
bought an old one for use at home) and using a slide rule (some of you may need to Google this)
for my calcs. Picking a scale that made it practical to replicate many of the pieces was easy
1/2â€ to 1ft or 1:24
That meant my model was 56” long, 14” beam and 10” draft. Not only was this longer than my
drawing board was wide, when it came to building the hull (soldered together on the dining room
table) it was also quite heavy.
Lofting the plans meant using calipers to measure the magazine image details and scale them up
to suit. The largest image was a Long section that almost filled two pages (approx 10” Long) of
the magazine. The hull lines were kept secret by Gamecock Tugs for some reason but the lines
of the sister ship Dahulia were published in the articles so these were used for my boat.
Actually the hull was not so heavy but there was 17kg of lead to ballast it for the correct sailing
depth. The vessel eventually weighed in at 27kg!
The materials of choice were copper brass and stainless steel. The keel and frames were formed
in brass, so too was the stern tube which I had to bore from each end due to it’s length. Once the
hull shape was secure thin strips of bronze, approx 0.25mm thick and around 30mm wide, were
soft soldered onto the frames one piece on each side at a time. It took me almost 6 months to
form the hull.
The superstructure also made from brass sheet was made to be removable so good access to
the power plant could be obtained. This through up another challenge as I thought it would be
good to use the tow hook to really tow something. This tow hook is attached to the rear of the superstructure which if not secured would clearly pull off and given that it too was heavy would sink
like a brick! The solution I adopted was to fit two hooks under the front of the superstructure that
fit under the deck stringer and the two engine vents were screwed down to the deck. I have not
tried to lift the vessel from the tow hook but have successfully towed the 12 seat wooden row
boats around New Plymouth’s Pukekura Park main lake many times and faster than they could
be rowed.
Nothing was available in 1:24 scale to purchase so everything had to be made including the propeller. At 5-1/2â€ diameter it was similar to a small power boat but 4-bladed. I tried unsuccessfully to cast this in a bronze alloy and eventually gave up, opting for fabrication instead. I used one
of my cast propellers for a while until the fabricated one was finished and this enabled me to have
a play. By now more than a year had passed but having a hull that would float a hook that would
tow and a rudder and propeller of sorts in place I needed a power plant. For this I turned to Stuart

and after several weeks received a set of double 10 castings in the post, oops no reversing gear,
that was a slight oversight. Whilst I set about machining what I had I ordered the other bits needed for the Stevenson’s reversing gear a boiler feed pump and baseplate upon which all would
mount.
By now another 6-8 months has passed and having mounted the motor and direct coupled this to
the prop shaft I had to borrow a Stuart boiler to give it a trial run....no remote control at this time,
just point and shoot!
It soon become apparent that the very large and unbalanced rudder 6” tall x 3-1/2” wide under full
thrust was difficult to move. Several attempts to make geared drives using electric motors and
screwed brass rod worked but once the radio gear was fitted I found a lot of radio interference
and alternatives were sought. Quite some time later I was able to get 15kg servos which had separate battery supply and these made a huge difference.
Another couple of years passed by, changed jobs and companies and the opportunity to make
the new propeller came about. The propeller (fabricated version) was made whilst I was sailing to
Singapore on a diving support vessel. Being client rep has some privileges, one of which was to
work closely with vessel owners and representatives and this gave me access to the chief engineer and some of his materials. The largest piece of bronze he had on board was 3â€ diameter
so I set about cutting 4 thin and tapered pieces to make each of the blades. These were first
shaped to match, thinned and feathered then heated and twisted to achieve the pitch. The centre
boss machined from a smaller diameter had four slots cut in to receive the blades. With no milling
machine on board I used the old deck lathe with a tool steel fly cutter in a boring bar mounted in
the lathe chuck and the boss mounted in a jig on the crosslide. Passing the boss over the fly cutter made a nice groove and using a square to align the boss for the next slot gave me the four
positions. Next the blades were brazed into the boss and the finishing was done by hand using
files, sand paper and newspaper. When I showed the finished propeller to the Chief Eng, he commented “but I only gave you 3” bar stock, how did you make it this big”. Once the vessel had
reached Singapore I had some time in the dockyard before returning home to try my propeller.
Much to my disappointment it was 3mm too large and I had to skim the outside edge off to suit.
Not a biggy in the grand scheme.
As with most projects we tend to build in things that are not really necessary but look good or
right at the time. The lifeboat and davit were an example of this where I wanted to be able to
launch the lifeboat, wasn’t sure about disconnecting it or driving it at the time.
The next challenge was the anchor winch and anchors. The winch is electric and uses a servo
motor with some gearing (again from scrap) to get the desired speed. The Gypsy’s on each side
are engaged by internal dogs from a single lever (also to be remote controlled at some point).

point). The winch was capable of lifting a 12kg weight ith ease using only a 1.5v battery. This
became problematic if my anchor was caught as it broke the chain. A bigger chain was eventually found and new Gypsy’s made to suit.
The anchors took some time to finalise (by this time around 10 years has elapsed). I started with
fabricated brass anchors but was not happy with the shape so set about making them or of pewter. A wax shape of one fluke was made (a soldering iron was very useful in the finish and shaping so was a scalpel) a plaster of Paris mould of the fluke enabled me to make two matching
flukes. These were melted together again using the soldering iron. Once I was happy with this
shape I made another PoP mould and used cuttlefish as a core for the blind hole into which the
shank was to fit. I cast the shank the same way and after breaking my 1.5mm drill off twice trying
to drill through for the pivot pin I eventually completed my anchors.
The fire monitor mounted atop the flying bridge was connected to the bilge pump and conveniently directed to port so as to squirt spectators on the lake edge. A good 6-8m water jet was obtained.
I got married, had children and travelled around for quite some time and eventually after settling
in the Bay of Plenty I have unpacked the old girl but after 51 years I still have work to do to finish
her off. Do I paint over the copper?

The only colour
photo I have
seen.

From the Editor’s desk :
Well, how do you like the new cover???????????????
The plan is to have a different picture each month. This months pic come from Peter Davies.
Thanks Peter. Soooooo, if you have a good pic you think would look good on the Club Mag Cover send it to me (JPEG please) and I will pick the best one each month.
OK received some excellent articles whilst you were on lockdown. However the wave of articles
has seemed to have fizzled out. Don’t stop now you know how to do it, keep it coming,,,

PLEASE.

Model of the original winching gear Kilbirnie Cable Car Wellington. Does anyone know where this
model is?????

.

